Slavery The Civil War
Reconstruction
Reconstruction
If you ally obsession such a referred Slavery The Civil War
Reconstruction Reconstruction book that will present you
worth, get the completely best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you desire to witty books, lots of
novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are plus
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections Slavery
The Civil War Reconstruction Reconstruction that we will
certainly offer. It is not nearly the costs. Its very nearly what you
obsession currently. This Slavery The Civil War Reconstruction
Reconstruction , as one of the most committed sellers here will
agreed be in the course of the best options to review.

The Second Founding - Eric
Foner 2019-09-17
From the Pulitzer
Prize–winning scholar, a timely
history of the constitutional
changes that built equality into
the nation’s foundation and
how those guarantees have
been shaken over time. The
Declaration of Independence
announced equality as an
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

American ideal, but it took the
Civil War and the subsequent
adoption of three constitutional
amendments to establish that
ideal as American law. The
Reconstruction amendments
abolished slavery, guaranteed
all persons due process and
equal protection of the law,
and equipped black men with
the right to vote. They
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established the principle of
birthright citizenship and
guaranteed the privileges and
immunities of all citizens. The
federal government, not the
states, was charged with
enforcement, reversing the
priority of the original
Constitution and the Bill of
Rights. In grafting the principle
of equality onto the
Constitution, these
revolutionary changes marked
the second founding of the
United States. Eric Foner’s
compact, insightful history
traces the arc of these pivotal
amendments from their
dramatic origins in pre–Civil
War mass meetings of AfricanAmerican “colored citizens”
and in Republican party
politics to their virtual
nullification in the late
nineteenth century. A series of
momentous decisions by the
Supreme Court narrowed the
rights guaranteed in the
amendments, while the states
actively undermined them. The
Jim Crow system was the
result. Again today there are
serious political challenges to
birthright citizenship, voting
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

rights, due process, and equal
protection of the law. Like all
great works of history, this one
informs our understanding of
the present as well as the past:
knowledge and vigilance are
always necessary to secure our
basic rights.
Slavery, the Civil War, and
Reconstruction - Adam
Rothman 2012
Most historians of the
American Civil War have
reached a vague agreement on
slavery -- that it
somehowcaused the American
Civil War. In this essay, Adam
Rothman takes a look at recent
historiography that attempts to
clarify not only how exactly this
came about, but also why the
Confederacy lost and slavery
ended.
Reconstruction - Linda R.
Wade 1998
Looks at the period known as
Reconstruction which followed
the Civil War, and the passing
of the fifteenth amendment to
the Constitution.
Sick from Freedom - Jim Downs
2014-12-02
Bondspeople who fled from
slavery during and after the
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Civil War did not expect that
their flight toward freedom
would lead to sickness, disease,
suffering, and death. But the
war produced the largest
biological crisis of the
nineteenth century, and as
historian Jim Downs reveals in
this groundbreaking volume, it
had deadly consequences for
hundreds of thousands of freed
people. In Sick from Freedom,
Downs recovers the untold
story of one of the bitterest
ironies in American history-that the emancipation of the
slaves, seen as one of the great
turning points in U.S. history,
had devastating consequences
for innumerable freed people.
Drawing on massive new
research into the records of the
Medical Division of the
Freedmen's Bureau-a nascent
national health system that
cared for more than one million
freed slaves-he shows how the
collapse of the plantation
economy released a plague of
lethal diseases. With
emancipation, African
Americans seized the chance to
move, migrating as never
before. But in their journey to
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

freedom, they also encountered
yellow fever, smallpox, cholera,
dysentery, malnutrition, and
exposure. To address this
crisis, the Medical Division
hired more than 120
physicians, establishing some
forty underfinanced and
understaffed hospitals
scattered throughout the
South, largely in response to
medical emergencies. Downs
shows that the goal of the
Medical Division was to
promote a healthy workforce,
an aim which often excluded a
wide range of freedpeople,
including women, the elderly,
the physically disabled, and
children. Downs concludes by
tracing how the Reconstruction
policy was then implemented in
the American West, where it
was disastrously applied to
Native Americans. The
widespread medical calamity
sparked by emancipation is an
overlooked episode of the Civil
War and its aftermath,
poignantly revealed in Sick
from Freedom.
Reconstruction After the
Civil War - John Hope Franklin
1994
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Describes the Reconstruction
period, including the North's
occupation of the South,
influences of former slaves and
moderate southerners, and
flaws of the constitutions
drawn up by state
governments.
A Legal History of the Civil
War and Reconstruction Laura F. Edwards 2015-01-26
Although hundreds of
thousands of people died
fighting in the Civil War,
perhaps the war's biggest
casualty was the nation's legal
order. A Nation of Rights
explores the implications of
this major change by bringing
legal history into dialogue with
the scholarship of other
historical fields. Federal policy
on slavery and race,
particularly the three
Reconstruction amendments,
are the best-known legal
innovations of the era. Change,
however, permeated all levels
of the legal system, altering
Americans' relationship to the
law and allowing them to move
popular conceptions of justice
into the ambit of government
policy. The results linked
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

Americans to the nation
through individual rights,
which were extended to more
people and, as a result of new
claims, were reimagined to
cover a wider array of issues.
But rights had limits in what
they could accomplish,
particularly when it came to
the collective goals that so
many ordinary Americans
advocated. Ultimately, Laura F.
Edwards argues that this new
nation of rights offered up
promises that would prove
difficult to sustain.
Reconstruction - Allen C.
Guelzo 2018
Reconstruction: A Concise
History' is a gracefully-written
interpretation of
Reconstruction as a spirited
struggle to re-integrate the
defeated Southern Confederacy
into the American Union after
the Civil War, to bring African
Americans into the political
mainstream of American life,
and to recreate the Southern
economy after a Northern,
free-labor model.
Reconstruction - Eric Foner
2001
Describes the changes brought
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about by the Civil War,
discusses the impact of
slavery's end, and looks at the
political, economic, and social
aspects of Reconstruction.
African American Southerners
in Slavery, Civil War and
Reconstruction - Claude H.
Nolen 2003-12-31
This work documents the many
roles filled by Southern blacks
in the last decades of slavery,
the Civil War years, and the
following period of
Reconstruction. African
Americans suffered and
resisted bondage in virtually
every aspect of their lives, but
persevered through centuries
of brutality to their present
place at the center of American
life. Utilizing statements made
by former slaves and other
sources close to them, the
author takes a close look at the
culture and lifestyle of this
proud people in the final
decades of slavery, their
experiences of being in the
military and fighting in the
Civil War, and the active role
taken by the Southern blacks
during Reconstruction.
Masters Without Slaves - James
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

L. Roark 1973
Focus On U.s. History - Kathy
Sammis 1997
Reproducible student activities
cover the Civil War and the
rebuilding of the postwar
South.
The Civil War and
Reconstruction - Stanley
Harrold 2008
This new volume deals with
two momentous and
interrelated events in American
history —the American Civil
War and Reconstruction—and
offers students a collection of
essential documentary sources
for these periods. Provides
students with over 60
documents on the American
Civil War and Reconstruction
Includes presidential
addresses, official reports,
songs, poems, and a variety of
eyewitness testimony
concerning significant events
ranging from 1833-1879
Contains an informative
introduction focused on the
kinds of materials available and
how historians use them Each
chapter ends with questions
designed to help students
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engage with the material and
to highlight key issues of
historical debate
Forever Free - Eric Foner
2006-11-14
From one of our most
distinguished historians comes
a groundbreaking new
examination of the myths and
realities of the period after the
Civil War. Drawing on a wide
range of long-neglected
documents, Eric Foner places a
new emphasis on black
experiences and roles during
the era. We see African
Americans as active agents in
overthrowing slavery, in
shaping Reconstruction, and
creating a legacy long
obscured and misunderstood.
He compellingly refutes longstanding misconceptions of
Reconstruction, and shows how
the failures of the time sowed
the seeds of the Civil Rights
struggles of the 1950s and 60s.
Richly illustrated and movingly
written, this is an illuminating
and essential addition to our
understanding of this
momentous era.
The Great Task Remaining
Before Us - Paul Alan Cimbala
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

2010
"An unusually strong collection
of essays ...the scholarship is
impeccable."---Gaines M.
Foster, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge -Voices of Emancipation Elizabeth A. Regosin
2008-05-24
Slavery and emancipation -The Civil War -- Postwar
patterns -- Marriage and family
-- Appendix : complete sample
documents
Reconstruction after the Civil
War, Third Edition - John Hope
Franklin 2012-12-06
The classic work of American
history by the renowned author
of From Slavery to Freedom,
with a new introduction by
historian Eric Foner. First
published in 1961, John Hope
Franklin’s revelatory study of
the Reconstruction Era is a
landmark work of history,
exploring the role of former
slaves and dispelling
longstanding popular myths
about corruption and Radical
rule. Looking past dubious
scholarship that had previously
dominated the narrative,
Franklin combines astute
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insight and careful research to
provide an accurate,
comprehensive portrait of the
era. Franklin’s arguments
concerning the brevity of the
North’s occupation, the limited
power wielded by former
slaves, the influence of
moderate southerners, the
flawed constitutions of the
radical state governments, and
the downfall of Reconstruction
remain compelling today. This
new edition of Reconstruction
after the Civil War also
includes a foreword by Eric
Foner and a perceptive essay
by Michael W. Fitzgerald.
The Civil War and
Reconstruction in Indian
Territory - Bradley R. Clampitt
2015-12-01
"In Indian Territory the Civil
War is a story best told through
shades of gray rather than
black and white or heroes and
villains. Since neutrality
appeared virtually impossible,
the vast majority of territory
residents chose a side, doing so
for myriad reasons and not
necessarily out of affection for
either the Union or the
Confederacy. Indigenous
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

residents found themselves
fighting to protect their
unusual dual status as
communities distinct from the
American citizenry yet legal
wards of the federal
government. The Civil War and
Reconstruction in Indian
Territory is a nuanced and
authoritative examination of
the layers of conflicts both on
and off the Civil War
battlefield. It examines the
military from and the home
front; the experience of the
Five Nations and those of the
agency tribes in the western
portion of the territory; the
severe conflicts between
Native Americans and the
federal government and
between Indian nations and
their former slaves during and
beyond the Reconstruction
years; and the concept of
memory as viewed through the
lenses of Native American oral
traditions and the modern
evolution of public history.
These carefully crafted essays
by leading scholars such as
Amanda Cobb-Greetham,
Clarissa Confer, Richard B.
McCaslin, Linda W. Reese, and
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F. Todd Smith will help
teachers and students better
understand the Civil War,
Native American history, and
Oklahoma history." --Back
cover.
In the Wake of Slavery - Joseph
A. Ranney 2006
Describes how each of the
eleven Confederate states and
five slaveholding border states
responded to the legal
challenges posed by
emancipation and postwar
economic hardship, and
examines the long-term
survival of some
Reconstruction-era legal
reforms, illuminating the
context of the rise of the
modern civil rights movement.
A Companion to the Civil
War and Reconstruction Lacy Ford 2011-03-21
A Companion to the Civil War
and Reconstruction addresses
the key topics and themes of
the Civil War era, with 23
original essays by top scholars
in the field. An authoritative
volume that surveys the history
and historiography of the U.S.
Civil War and Reconstruction
Analyzes the major sources and
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

the most influential books and
articles in the field Includes
discussions on scholarly
advances in U.S. Civil War
history.
Loyalty and Loss - Margaret M.
Storey 2004-09-01
Though slavery was
widespread and antislavery
sentiment rare in Alabama,
there emerged a small loyalist
population, mostly in the
northern counties, that
persisted in the face of
overwhelming odds against
their cause. Margaret M.
Storey’s welcome study
uncovers and explores those
Alabamians who maintained
allegiance to the Union when
their state seceded in
1861—and beyond. Storey’s
extensive, groundbreaking
research discloses a
socioeconomically diverse
group that included
slaveholders and
nonslaveholders, business
people, professionals, farmers,
and blacks. By considering the
years 1861–1874 as a whole,
she clearly connects loyalists’
sometimes brutal wartime
treatment with their postwar
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behavior.
Reconstruction - Tim McNeese
2014-05-14
In the summer of 1868, a mere
three years after the end of
Americas most destructive
military struggle, the country
was at war again.
Fateful Lightning - Allen C.
Guelzo 2012-05-18
A comprehensive look at the
Civil War and how it shaped
American history and culture,
includes coverage of major
figures and the war's affect on
politics, religion, gender, race,
diplomacy, and technology.
Reconstruction: a Very Short
Introduction - Allen C. Guelzo
2020-01-14
The era known as
Reconstruction is one of the
unhappiest times in American
history. It succeeded in
reuniting the nation politically
after the Civil War but in little
else. Among its chief failures
was the inability to chart a
progressive course for race
relations after the abolition of
slavery and rise of Jim Crow.
Reconstruction also struggled
to successfully manage the
Southern resistance towards a
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

Northern, free-labor pattern.
But the failures cannot obscure
a number of notable
accomplishments, with decisive
long-term consequences for
American life: the 14th and
15th Amendments to the
Constitution, the election of the
first African American
representatives to the US
Congress, and the avoidance of
any renewed outbreak of civil
war. Reconstruction suffered
from poor leadership and
uncertainty of direction, but it
also laid the groundwork for
renewed struggles for racial
equality during the Civil Rights
Movement. This Very Short
Introduction delves into the
constitutional, political, and
social issues behind
Reconstruction to provide a
lucid and original account of a
historical moment that left an
indelible mark on American
social fabric. Award-winning
historian Allen C. Guelzo
depicts Reconstruction as a
"bourgeois revolution" -- as the
attempted extension of the
free-labor ideology embodied
by Lincoln and the Republican
Party to what was perceived as
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a Southern region gone astray
from the Founders' intention in
the pursuit of Romantic
aristocracy. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from
Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are
the perfect way to get ahead in
a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Slavery, Civil War, and
Reconstruction, Grades 6 - 12 Cindy Barden 2011-01-03
"Designed for middle-school
history curriculum,
independent study, or tutorial
aid, the American History
Series provides challenging
activities that enable students
to explore history, geography,
and social studies. Activities
include critical thinking,
writing, technology, and more.
Vocabulary words, time lines,
maps, and reading lists are also
provided. Meets NCSS
standards and is correlated to
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

state, national and Canadian
provincial standards." -Publisher.
America's Reconstruction - Eric
Foner 1995
Examines the origins of
Reconstruction during the Civil
War, explores how AfricanAmerican and white
Southerners responded to
defeat and the destruction of
slavery, and examines the
policies of Reconstruction
governments and the reasons
for their overthrow.
Black Reconstruction in
America 1860-1880 - W. E. B.
Du Bois 1998
The pioneering work in the
study of the role of Black
Americans during
Reconstruction by the most
influential Black intellectual of
his time. This pioneering work
was the first full-length study
of the role black Americans
played in the crucial period
after the Civil War, when the
slaves had been freed and the
attempt was made to
reconstruct American society.
Hailed at the time, Black
Reconstruction in America
1860–1880 has justly been
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called a classic.
Essays on the Civil War and
Reconstruction and Related
Topics - William Archibald
Dunning 1897
The Civil War and
Reconstruction Eras - Tracey
Baptiste 2015-07-15
This extensive guide details the
political and economic forces
that affected the expansion of
slavery and how slaves, freed
black Americans, and white
liberal politicians fought for the
freedom of slaves and for the
basic rights of dignity and
protection that they had not
previously enjoyed under the
law. The book sheds light on
the collective and sometimes
little-known contributions of
African Americans to their own
freedom and traces the
economic disparity between
the freed slaves and the rest of
America, the rise of terrorism
targeting African Americans,
and the politics that eventually
led to the Jim Crow era.
A Short History of
Reconstruction, Updated
Edition - Eric Foner
2015-01-06
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

From the "preeminent historian
of Reconstruction" (New York
Times Book Review), a newly
updated AND abridged edition
of the prizewinning classic on
the post–Civil War period that
shaped modern America In this
updated edition of the abridged
Reconstruction, Eric Foner
redefines how the post-Civil
War period was viewed.
Reconstruction chronicles the
way in which Americans—black
and white—responded to the
unprecedented changes
unleashed by the war and the
end of slavery. It addresses the
quest of emancipated slaves
searching for economic
autonomy and equal
citizenship, and describes the
remodeling of Southern
society, the evolution of racial
attitudes and patterns of race
relations, and the emergence of
a national state possessing
vastly expanded authority and
committed, for a time, to the
principle of equal rights for all
Americans. This "masterful
treatment of one of the most
complex periods of American
history" (New Republic)
remains the standard work on
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the wrenching post-Civil War
period—an era whose legacy
still reverberates in the United
States today.
Civil War and
Reconstruction - Rodney P.
Carlisle 2014-05-14
Portrays the American Civil
War and its aftermath through
such primary sources as
memoirs, diaries, letters,
contemporary journalism, and
official documents.
African American Southerners
in Slavery, Civil War and
Reconstruction - Claude H.
Nolen 2005-08-15
This work documents the many
roles filled by Southern blacks
in the last decades of slavery,
the Civil War years, and the
following period of
Reconstruction. African
Americans suffered and
resisted bondage in virtually
every aspect of their lives, but
persevered through centuries
of brutality to their present
place at the center of American
life. Utilizing statements made
by former slaves and other
sources close to them, the
author takes a close look at the
culture and lifestyle of this
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

proud people in the final
decades of slavery, their
experiences of being in the
military and fighting in the
Civil War, and the active role
taken by the Southern blacks
during Reconstruction.
Ordeal by Fire - James M.
McPherson 1982
Written by a leading Civil War
historian and Pulitzer Prize
winner, this text describes the
social, economic, political, and
ideological conflicts that led to
a unique, tragic, and
transitional event in American
history. The third edition
incorporates recent scholarship
and addresses renewed areas
of interest in the Civil
War/Reconstruction era
including the motivations and
experiences of common
soldiers and the role of women
in the war effort.
Heroes of the American
Reconstruction - Stanley Turkel
2009-04-17
The history of post-Civil War
Reconstruction wasn't written
by the winners. Congress
forced Reconstruction on an
unrepentant South steeped in
resentment and hatred, where
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the old guard and old attitudes
still held sway, murder and
depredations against freed
slaves and sympathizers were
rampant, and "black laws"
swapped the physical bonds of
slavery for legislative ones.
During Reconstruction,
talented black leaders rose to
serve in Congress and in state
and local governments. Blacks
and whites struggled together
to secure the rights of millions
of freed slaves, now citizens,
and to heal the wounds of a
shattered nation. Many
Reconstruction figures have
been misrepresented,
dismissed, or simply forgotten.
These biographical sketches
profile 16 diverse men and
women whose Reconstruction
efforts should not be
overlooked.
From Slavery to Freedom:
Narrative Of The Life,
Incidents in the Life of a Slave
Girl, Up From Slavery, The
Souls of Black Folk. Illustrated
- Frederick Douglass
2021-01-08
African American history is the
part of American history that
looks at the past of African
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

Americans or Black Americans.
Of the 10.7 million Africans
who were brought to the
Americas until the 1860s, 450
thousand were shipped to what
is now the United States. Most
African Americans are
descended from Africans who
were brought directly from
Africa to America and became
slaves. The future slaves were
originally captured in African
wars or raids and transported
in the Atlantic slave trade. Our
collection includes the
following works: Narrative Of
The Life by Frederick
Douglass. The impassioned
abolitionist and eloquent orator
provides graphic descriptions
of his childhood and horrifying
experiences as a slave as well
as a harrowing record of his
dramatic escape to the North
and eventual freedom.
Incidents In The Life Of A Slave
Girl by Harriet Jacobs.
Powerful by portrayal of the
brutality of slave life through
the inspiring tale of one
woman's dauntless spirit and
faith. Up From Slavery by
Booker T. Washington.
Washington rose to become the
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most influential spokesman for
African Americans of his day.
He describes events in a
remarkable life that began in
slavery and culminated in
worldwide recognition. The
Souls of Black Folk by W. E. B.
Du Bois. W. E. B. Du Bois was
an American sociologist,
socialist, historian, civil rights
activist, Pan-Africanist, author,
writer and editor. Contents: 1.
Frederick Douglass: Narrative
Of The Life 2. Harriet Ann
Jacobs: Incidents in the Life of
a Slave Girl 3. Booker
Taliaferro Washington: Up
From Slavery 4. W. E. B. Du
Bois: The Souls of Black Folk
The Reconstruction of the
South After the Civil War in
United States History - Marsha
Ziff 2014-07-01
The North had won the Civil
War and reunited the Union.
African-American slaves were
freed and made citizens. The
South was in ruins. The period
after the Civil War was a
troubled time for the United
States. Known as
Reconstruction, the South,
which had fought for its
independence, was bitter.
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

Former slaves were freed,
made citizens, and granted the
right to vote, but still faced
terrible discrimination. Author
Marsha Ziff highlights the
people and events involved in
this turbulent period,
examining the frustration and
the determination of African
Americans as they began their
journey out of the ruins of
slavery and the Civil War
toward freedom and equality.
Lincoln and Reconstruction John C Rodrigue 2013-06-19
Although Abraham Lincoln
dominates the literature on the
American Civil War, he remains
less commonly associated with
reconstruction. Previous
scholarly works touch on
Lincoln and reconstruction, but
they tend either to speculate
on what Lincoln might have
done after the war had he not
been assassinated or to
approach his reconstruction
plans merely as a means of
winning the war. In this
thought-provoking study, John
C. Rodrigue offers a succinct
but significant survey of
Lincoln’s wartime
reconstruction initiatives while
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providing a fresh interpretation
of the president’s plans for
postwar America. Revealing
that Lincoln concerned himself
with reconstruction from the
earliest days of his presidency,
Rodrigue details how Lincoln’s
initiatives unfolded, especially
in the southern states where
they were attempted. He
explores Lincoln’s approach to
various issues relevant to
reconstruction, including
slavery, race, citizenship, and
democracy; his dealings with
Congressional Republicans,
especially the Radicals; his
support for and eventual
abandonment of colonization;
his dealings with the border
states; his handling of the calls
for negotiations with the
Confederacy as a way of
reconstructing the Union; and
his move toward emancipation
and its implications for his
approach to reconstruction. As
the Civil War progressed,
Rodrigue shows, Lincoln’s
definition of reconstruction
transformed from the mere
restoration of the seceded
states to a more fundamental
social, economic, and political
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

reordering of southern society
and of the Union itself. Based
on Lincoln’s own words and
writings as well as an extensive
array of secondary literature,
Rodrigue traces the evolution
of Lincoln’s thinking on
reconstruction, providing new
insight into a downplayed
aspect of his presidency.
Reconstruction Updated
Edition - Eric Foner 2014-12-02
With a New Introduction From
the "preeminent historian of
Reconstruction" (New York
Times Book Review), a newly
updated edition of the
prizewinning classic work on
the post-Civil War period that
shaped modern America Eric
Foner's "masterful treatment of
one of the most complex
periods of American history"
(New Republic) redefined how
the post–Civil War period was
viewed. Reconstruction
chronicles the way in which
Americans—black and
white—responded to the
unprecedented changes
unleashed by the war and the
end of slavery. It addresses the
quest of emancipated slaves
searching for economic
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autonomy and equal
citizenship, and describes the
remodeling of Southern
society, the evolution of racial
attitudes and patterns of race
relations, and the emergence of
a national state possessing
vastly expanded authority and
committed, for a time, to the
principle of equal rights for all
Americans. This "smart book of
enormous strengths" (Boston
Globe) remains the standard
work on the wrenching
post–Civil War period—an era
whose legacy still reverberates
in the United States today.
America’s Reconstruction - Eric
Foner 1997-06-01
One of the most misunderstood
periods in American history,
Reconstruction remains
relevant today because its
central issue -- the role of the
federal government in
protecting citizens' rights and
promoting economic and racial
justice in a heterogeneous
society -- is still unresolved.
America's Reconstruction
examines the origins of this
crucial time, explores how
black and white Southerners
responded to the abolition of
slavery-the-civil-war-reconstruction-reconstruction

slavery, traces the political
disputes between Congress and
President Andrew Johnson, and
analyzes the policies of the
Reconstruction governments
and the reasons for their
demise. America's
Reconstruction was published
in conjunction with a major
exhibition on the era produced
by the Valentine Museum in
Richmond, Virginia, and the
Virginia Historical Society. The
exhibit included a remarkable
collection of engravings from
Harper's Weekly, lithographs,
and political cartoons, as well
as objects such as sculptures,
rifles, flags, quilts, and other
artifacts. An important tool for
deepening the experience of
those who visited the exhibit,
America's Reconstruction also
makes this rich assemblage of
information and period art
available to the wider audience
of people unable to see the
exhibit in its host cities. A work
that stands along as well as in
proud accompaniment to the
temporary collection, it will
appeal to general readers and
assist instructors of both new
and seasoned students of the
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Civil War and its tumultuous
aftermath.
Slavery by Another Name Douglas A. Blackmon
2012-10-04
A Pulitzer Prize-winning history
of the mistreatment of black
Americans. In this 'precise and
eloquent work' - as described
in its Pulitzer Prize citation Douglas A. Blackmon brings to
light one of the most shameful
chapters in American history an 'Age of Neoslavery' that
thrived in the aftermath of the
Civil War through the dawn of
World War II. Using a vast
record of original documents
and personal narratives,
Blackmon unearths the lost
stories of slaves and their
descendants who journeyed
into freedom after the
Emancipation Proclamation
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and then back into the shadow
of involuntary servitude
thereafter. By turns moving,
sobering and shocking, this
unprecedented account reveals
these stories, the companies
that profited the most from
neoslavery, and the insidious
legacy of racism that
reverberates today.
Civil War and Reconstruction
in Alabama - Walter Lynwood
Fleming 1905
Describes the society and the
institutions that went down
during the Civil War and
Reconstruction and the
internal conditions of Alabama
during the war. Emphasizes
the social and economic
problems in the general
situation, as well as the
educational, religious, and
industrial aspects of the period.
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